KR7: One Day Tour Kayaking at Borthor + Elephant Trekking
(Full Day)
Destination Krabi

Duration Full Day 9 Hours

Tour Description
The kayaks are three seat kayaks and at the beginning of the trip the guides will work
with the group to assign people to kayaks. They are very easy going, so its not forced
in any way, they just try to arrange it so that it will be fun and not too hard work. Single
guests will either be matched with a guide or another single.
Ban Bor Thor is an area about a 40-50 minute minibus ride north of Krabi and Ao Nang.
The area is a National Park in which there is a complex system of rivers, inlets and
limestone caves. This area is one of the earliest sites of human occupation in Thailand
and is rich in archeological treasures, artifacts and cave drawings. Many of these caves
are only accessible by Kayak.
Elephants have been a part of Krabi's history for longer than tourism. They are incredible creatures, both a symbol of the nation and a talisman for the Thai people. They are
fascinating, gentle and remarkably intelligent. Traveling by elephants is a great way to
travel without disturbing the wildlife and birds and you'll get to see and hear more than
you would with any other form of transport.

Schedule & Trip
07.30 am Pick up at Krabi Town & Klong muang
08.00 am Pick up at Aonang
08.45 am. Arrive at Borthor
Enjoy a complimentary tea or coﬀee with your kayak orientation. Paddle through the
beautifuk, narrow cave rivers of Tam Lod Nua. Admire the stunning stalactites that
hang ominously overhead. Travel to tam pee Hua toh to admire its ancient pictoglyphs.
12.00 pm Lunch with Thai style food
01.00 pm Relaxing, swimming at natural crystal stram
02.00 pm Enjoy 1 hrs. elephant treking
04.00 pm. Back to hotel

Thailand Office :
19/60 Sixnature Village watcharapol Soi 2 The-Rang,
Bangkhen Bangkok 10230
Office: +66 2 347061
Mob: +66 819-33-9820

Egypt Office:
1-block 1172 Sheraton, Heliopolis 11361, Cairo
Office: +20 22687730 Mob.: +20 1201827922
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